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Abstract—This paper develops an unbiased finite impulse
response (UFIR) filtering algorithm for networked systems where
uncertain delays and packet dropouts can happen due to mea-
surement failures and unreliable communication. The binary
Bernoulli distribution with known delay probability is used to
model the randomly arrived measures. A novel representation of
the stochastic model is presented for FIR-type filter structures. To
avoid packet dropouts and improve the estimation accuracy when
a message arrives with no data, a predictive algorithm is used.
An advantage of the UFIR filtering approach is demonstrated
by comparing the mean square errors with the Kalman and H∞

filters under the same conditions. Experimental verifications are
provided based on GPS vehicle tracking.

Index Terms—delayed data, missing data, unbiased FIR filter

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, many systems employ wireless communications
to transmit data from smart sensors to a central station (CS),
where information is processed. A common concern is to
assure the effectiveness of data transmission. Unfortunately,
factors such as the limited bandwidth, unreliable communi-
cation channels, atmospheric disturbances, noise, etc. often
degenerate the effectiveness of the transmitted data and cause
errors associated with delayed and missing data.

Delay measurements and packets dropout are two potential
problems that degrade the effectiveness and performance of
engineering techniques providing estimation and control. The
research of state estimation problems in network systems with
data loss or fading measurement has been increased in recent
decades due to wide applications and the necessity to reduce
errors caused by this phenomena in estimation algorithms.
Accordingly, diverse estimation strategies have been proposed
based on different approaches to reduce communication fail-
ures, deterministic or stochastic. In [1]–[5] several estimation
algorithms have been designed assuming that data delays are
constant and always known. However, it serves well for time-
stamped data and is not totally true otherwise. In some real
applications such as object tracking, navigation, manufacturing
process, and space exploration [6], data are subject to random
variations. That hinder the application of traditional estimation
theories, therefore special solutions are required [7]–[9]. To
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address appropriately such issues, the measurement failures
should be assumed to be random with some proper stochastic
model and known conditional probabilities [10]–[12].

The Bernoulli distribution is most widely used to describe
random delays [1], [6], [13], [14]. In [15], [16], the Kalman
filter (KF) is modified to solve the problem with intermittent
information, where a stochastic model is used to obtain a
minimum mean square error (MSE). A flaw is that the KF
performance strongly depends on the noise statistics, initial
values, and correct interpretation of delays and missing data
[6], [17]. The robust H∞ filter is able to improve the KF
performance [18], [19], but it may diverge if a tuning factor
is not set properly. The least-squares filter [20] also suffers of
extra errors in uncertain environments. One can employ the
iterative unbiased finite impulse response (UFIR) filter, which
advantage is that it does not require any information about
noise and initial values [21], [22]. This makes the UFIR filter
a more robust option for systems with delays.

In this paper, we develop the UFIR state estimator for WSN
with uncertain measurements perturbed by random delays,
packet dropouts, or arbitrary parameter matrices. The binary
Bernoulli distribution is used to model arrived measurements
at each discrete time instant, correct failed data, and adjust
delayed data. The UFIR filter is tested experimentally by the
Global Positioning System (GPS)-based tracking problem. It
is shown that the UFIR filter in many cases outperforms the
KF and H∞ filter.

II. MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

The system dynamics and observations with binary-delayed
and missing data can be modeled as

xn = Fxn−1 + wn , (1)

ỹn = HFxn−1 , (2)

yn = κ [γHxn + (1− γ)Hxn−1] + (1− κ)ỹn + vn , (3)

where xn ∈ R
K , yn ∈ R

M , and F ∈ R
K×K and H ∈ R

K×M

are known matrices. Here, wn ∼ N (0, Q) ∈ R
K and

vn ∼ N (0, R) ∈ R
K are white Gaussian uncorrelated noise

vectors with zero mean and the covariances Q = E
{

wnw
T
n

}

and R = E
{

vnv
T
n

}

. The measurement delays and missing
data are modeled using two scalar coefficients, γ and κ. The
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delayed state xn−1 and undelayed state xn are combined in the
observation equation using the binary Bernoulli distribution
and the probability γ of the undelayed state occurrence is
supposed to be known. When there are no lost data, an
auxiliary data-sensor generates κ = 1 and the second term
in (3) becomes identically zero. Otherwise, a sensor generates
κ = 0 and the prediction (2) is used as an observation.

To apply an estimator, model (1)–(3) is modified to have no
delay by representing the delayed state via (1) as

xn−1 = F−1xn − F−1wn (4)

and then transform the observation equation (3) for κ = 1 to

yn = H̄nxn + v̄n , (5)

where

H̄n = γH + (1− γ)HF−1 , (6)

v̄n = vn − (1− γ)HF−1wn , (7)

and the covariance R̄ = E
{

v̄nv̄
T
n

}

of noise v̄n is given by

R̄n = R + (1− γ)2HF−1QF−1THT . (8)

Note that since factor γ is time-varying, matrices H̄n and R̄n

are also time-varying.
Given model (1) and (5), we can now modify the UFIR

filtering algorithm and use the KF and H∞ filter.

III. UFIR FILTERING ALGORITHM FOR BINARY

RANDOMLY DELAYED AND MISSING DATA

To apply the UFIR filter, model (1) and (5) must be extended
on a horizon [m,n], from m = n−N + 1 to n, as [23]:

xm,n = ANxm +BNwm,n , (9)

ym,n = Cm,nxm +Gm,nwm,n + vm,n , (10)

where the extended state vector xm,n, observation vector ym,n,
and matrices are given by

xm,n =
[

xT
m xT

m+1 . . . xT
n

]T
, (11)

ym,n =
[

yTm yTm+1 . . . yTn
]T

, (12)

AN =
[

I FT . . . FN−1T
]T

, (13)

BN =















I 0 . . . 0 0
F I . . . 0 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

FN−2 FN−3 . . . I 0
FN−1 FN−2 . . . F I















, (14)

Cm,n =















H̄m

H̄m+1F
H̄m+1F

2

...
H̄nF

n−1















, (15)

Gm,n =















H̄m 0 0 . . . 0
H̄m+1F H̄m+1 0 . . . 0
H̄m+2F

2 H̄m+2F H̄m+2 . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

H̄nF
N−1 H̄nF

N−2 H̄nF
N−3 . . . H̄n















,

(16)

vm,n =















vm −HB̄nwpm,m

vm+1 −HB̄nwpm+1,m+1

...
vn−1 −HB̄nwpn−1,n−1

vn −HB̄nwpn,n















, (17)

where B̄n = (1− γ)F−1.
1) Batch UFIR Filter: In a batch form, the UFIR Filter

can now be designed if we satisfy on [m,n] the unbiasedness
condition E{xn} = E{x̂n} [23]. Then the batch UFIR
estimate x̂n , x̂n|n appears as

x̂n = Hm,nym,n , (18)

where the UFIR filter gain Hm,n is given by

Hm,n = (CT
m,nCm,n)

−1CT
m,n (19)

with a matrix Cm,n specified as

Cm,n =











HF−N+1−km

...
HF−1−kn−1

HF−kn











, (20)

where the time-varying delay index kn can be either 0 or 1.
The batch UFIR filtering estimate can also be written as

x̂n = GnC
T
m,nym,n , (21)

where ym,n is a vector of real data and Gn = (CT
m,nCm,n)

−1

is the generalized noise power gain (GNPG).
2) Iterative UFIR Filtering Algorithm: An iterative com-

putation of (21) can be provided using recursions if we
introduce an auxiliary time index s = m+K− 1 and provide
computations from s+ 1 to n using the following equations,

Gl = [H̄T
l H̄l + (FGl−1F

T )−1]−1 , (22)

x̂l = F x̂l−1 +GlH̄
T
l

(

yl − H̄lF x̂l−1

)

, (23)

where H̄n = HF−1. A pseudo code of the iterative UFIR
filtering algorithm for measurements with binary-delayed and
missing data is listed as Algorithm 1.

Provided model (1) and (5), the KF and H∞ filter algo-
rithms [24] can be applied straightforwardly.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

In this section, we consider an experimental example based
on tracking of a vehicle trajectory using a GPS reading
systems. Measurements were conducted in the Cook County
of Illinois and are available from the University of Illinois
at Chicago [25]. We consider these data as a true trajectory
and suppose that they were sent to a central station (CS)
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Algorithm 1: Iterative UFIR Filtering Algorithm for
Binary-Delayed and Missing Data
Data: yn, N , κn

Result: x̂n

1 begin
2 for n = N − 1 : ∞ do
3 m = n−N + 1, s = m+K − 1;
4 if κn = 0 then
5 yn = HFx̂n−1;
6 end if
7 H̄n = HF−kn ;
8 Gs = (CT

m,sCm,s)
−1;

9 x̃s = GsCT
m,sym,s;

10 for l = s+ 1 : n do
11 Gl = [H̄T

l H̄l + (FGl−1F
T )−1]−1;

12 KUF
l = GlH̄

T
l ;

13 x̃l = F x̃l−1 +KUF
l (yl − H̄lF x̃l−1);

14 end for
15 x̂n = x̃n;
16 end for
17 end
18 † Data y0, y1,..., yN−1 must be available.

by a wireless sensors network for further processing. We
also assume that data arrive at the station with or without
a one-step time delay and that the random delay appearances
are distributed with the binary Bernoulli law. The measured
vehicle trajectory in the north-east coordinates x, km and
y, km is shown in Fig. 1.

x(km)
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Fig. 1. A vehicle trajectory measured using a GPS reading system [25].

The vehicle dynamics is represented with the state vector
xn =

[

x1n x2n x3n x4n

]T
, where x1n ,m is the xn

coordinate, x2n is the velocity in m/s in the coordinate xn,
x3n ,m is the yn coordinate, and x4n is the velocity in m/s in
the coordinate yn. Accordingly, the system matrix F and the

observation matrix H are specified as [26]

F =









1 τ 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 τ
0 0 0 1









, H =

[

1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0

]

.

To apply the KF and H∞ filter, it need specifying the noise
statistics and error matrices. Because no information is pro-
vided in [25] about noise, we do it using a general knowledge
under the following assumptions. The vehicle moves with an
average speed of 10m/s or 36m/s. Accepting that the vehicle
speed standard deviation in the second state along each of the
coordinates is about 20%, we assign σ2w = 2m/s and ignore
noise in the first state, σ1w = 0m. The GPS service produces
navigation errors of less than 15 meters with the probability
of 95% in the 2σ sense and we thus assign σv = 3.75m.
Accordingly, the noise covariance matrices become

Q = σ2
w2









τ2/4 τ/2 0 0
τ/2 1 0 0
0 0 τ2/4 τ/2
0 0 τ/2 1









, R =

[

σ2
v 0
0 σ2

v

]

.

To run the H∞ filter, we will use Q and R as the error
matrices.

A. Tuning Factors

It is known that the UFIR and H∞ filters require tuning
factors to produce the best estimates. The UFIR filter needs
Nopt to minimize the MSE in the estimate. By minimizing
the trace of the error covariance for the ground truth provided
by the GPS reading system, we find Nopt = 5. The H∞

filter requires a tuning factor θ to improve the performance
of the KF filter. Experimentally, we find this factor to be
θ = 1.86 × 10−3. Note that both Nopt and θ are measured
under the condition that a system has no delay and missing
data. Otherwise, these values must be time-varying that is not
feasible.

B. Delayed and Missing Data

We think of a situation as ideal when data arrive at an
estimator with no delay. Otherwise, we learn effect of the
probability factor γ on the estimation accuracy in the Kalman,
UFIR and H∞ filters. In the binary Bernoulli model, γ takes
values of “0” or “1” in accordance with the probability of the
delay in the transmission channel.

As an example, in Fig. 2 we show the short-scale estimated
vehicle coordinates in the north direction for γ = 0.8. As can
be seen, the difference between the estimates is clearly seen
when the vehicle rapidly changes the trajectory, as at about
700th hour of the movement. We watch here for typical filter
responses [21]: the UFIR filter produces a larger excursion but
a shorter transient due to the FIR, while the KF produces a
shorter excursion and a longer transient due to the IIR. As
expected, the H∞ filter improves a bit the KF performance
that is better seen in Fig. 3. Beyond the transient range, the
estimates produced by the filters are consistent.
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Fig. 2. Estimated vehicle coordinates in the north direction for γ = 0.8
provided by the UFIR filter (Nopt = 5), KF, and H∞ filter (Θ = 1.86 ×

10−3): (a) 0 6 n 6 850 and (b) 680 6 n 6 740.
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Fig. 3. Estimation errors in the north direction for γ = 0.8 produced by the
UFIR filter (Nopt = 5), KF, and H∞ filter (Θ = 1.86 × 10−3) in a time
span of 680 6 n 6 740.

The estimation root MSEs (RMSEs) caused by uncertainties
in the delay probability factor γ with respect to the true factor
0.8 are listed in Table 1. It follows that when we set γ =

TABLE I
RMSES CAUSED BY UNCERTAINTIES IN THE DELAY FACTOR γ WITH

RESPECT TO THE TRUE FACTOR OF 0.8 UNDER β = 1.0.

γ UFIR filter KF H∞ filter

0.2 10.7920 10.7646 15.4474
0.5 9.2526 8.8149 9.9992
0.8 9.0603 8.7766 9.2172

0.8 to all algorithms, then the RMSE reaches a minimum in
all filters. Otherwise, errors grow with a deviation in γ from
the true values of 0.8. It is also seen that the KF produces
minimal errors, because the noise covariances are set correctly.
Although the H∞ filter is tuned optimally to data with no
latency, it does not produce a better estimate than the KF
otherwise. That means that the H∞ filter requires a proper
tuning factor θ for each γ, which practically does not seem

to be possible. Finally, as expected, the UFIR filter produces
a bit more errors, but we notice that it does not require the
noise statistics and initial values and is easy in tuning.

C. Effect of Errors in the Noise Statistics

The system and measurement noise statistics are typically
not well-known due to the practical inability to obtain their
exact values. To evaluate the effect of errors in the noise
covariances and error matrices on the estimation accuracy, we
introduce the error factors α > 0 and β > 0 and then substitute
in the algorithms the noise covariances Q and R with α2Q
and β2R. For Nopt = 5, θ = 0.86 × 10−4, and γ = 0.5,
the RMSEs produced by the filters in the north direction (y-
RMSE) for α = 1/β and β varying from 0.1 to 10.0 are
sketched in Fig. 4. It is seen that all three filters have a good

10 -1 100 101
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Fig. 4. Effect of errors in the noise standard deviation on the y-RMSE
produced by the UFIR filter, KF, and H∞ filter as functions of β.

performance when β = 1 and that the UFIR filter is here a
bit less accurate, as expected. A picture changes when β 6= 1.
In this case errors in the KF and H∞ filter grow rapidly and
with β < 0.9 and β > 2.2 the UFIR filter becomes more
accurate. Furthermore, the H∞ filter goes to divergence when
β falls below 0.2. Overall, we conclude that the UFIR filter is
a robust estimator against errors in the noise statistics in the
presence of delayed and missing data.

We now wonder how robust the above filters are against
errors in the delay factor γ in the presence of errors in the
noise covariances, β 6= 1. The RMSEs produced by the filters
under such conditions in the north direction (y-RMSE) are
sketched in Fig. 5. In this test, data are transmitted with a
delay probability of γ = 0.8, but this value is supposed to be
not known exactly at an estimator and we vary it from 0 to 1.0
assuming moderate errors in the noise statistics caused by β =
2. As can be seen, errors in all filter grow with a deviation of
γ from the true value and even fairly small errors in the noise
covariances caused by β = 0.5 make the UFIR filter more
accurate. But the most impressive is that the H∞ filter, which
is tuned to transmissions with no delays and missing data,
completely loses an ability to be an accurate estimator due
to the divergence. We support these observations with Table
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Fig. 5. Effect of errors in the delay factor γ with respect to the true value
of γ = 0.8 on the y-RMSEs produced by the UFIR filer, KF and H∞ filter
under the moderate errors in the noise covariances caused by β = 0.5.

II, which lists the y-RMSEs for several values of γ and the
true value of γ = 0.8. It is neatly seen that the UFIR filter

TABLE II
RMSES CAUSED BY UNCERTAINTIES IN THE DELAY FACTOR γ WITH

RESPECT TO THE TRUE FACTOR OF 0.8 UNDER β = 0.5

γ UFIR filter KF H∞ filter

0.2 10.7920 12.0264 Diverges
0.5 9.2526 10.6299 62.5527
0.8 9.0603 10.1256 13.3570

is a more accurate estimator under errors in γ and the noise
covariances that is practically a most feasible situation.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The UFIR filter modified in this paper for measurements
arrived at an estimator with the binary Bernoulli-distributed
delays and missing data has demonstrated a better robustness
than the KF and H∞ filter under errors in the delay factor
and noise covariances that is practically a most feasible
situation. The result was achieved by transforming the state-
space equations with delays to those without the delays and
incorporating a predictive algorithm to build a bridge over
missing data using the prior estimate.
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